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The electromagnetic boundary value problem of the dielectric sphere excited 
in TM symnretric modes has been solved. Assuming that the fields on a truncated 
dielectric sphere excited by a coaxial line are the same as those on a complete sphere, 
the radiation characteristics of such a structure have been derived. Calculated 
rndiafhn patterns and gains of several struciures of varying dimonsim~ kPvo been 
wrijed experimentally. 
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The dielectric sphere has been studied as a lens by workers hke Btkefi 
aud Farwel1,l Lunebergz and Pieles alid C ~ l e r n a n . ~  

The resonant properties of ihe dielectric sphere has been studied by 
several workers during recent years. Gastine et aL4 have calculated tbe 
resonant frequencies of dielectric spheres for the two extreme cases of ka 
being finite when t, --z cc and when ka -t w when e, -t ao, where k, = 
wave number in th.e dielectric and 'a' is the radius of the sphere. Sager 
and Tisi5 h.ave studicd the eigen inodes and forced resonant modes of di- 
electric spheres. Affolter and Eliassons have made a study of electromagnetic 
smnances and Q factors of lossy dielectric sphcres. The remnances of a 
dielectric resonator of very hi& permittivity and their excitation have 
been studicd by Van Blade1.5.8 

*Department of Electronics and Electrical Canmunlcat~on Engmeering, Indian lnstltute of 
k h m h ~ ,  Kbaragpur, West Bengal. 
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Chatterjee and others have reported ih.eoretica1 and experilnental woIk 

on spherical diclectric antennas excited in hyl~rid' and on hemisphefical 
dielectric antennas exciled in TM symmetric10 modes. Neelakantaswamy 
and Banerjeell and Chatterjee and Cros~e l l ' ~  have reportcd experimental 
and theoretical work on waveguide-excited diclzctric spheres. Chatterbela 
has solved the electromagneiic boundary value problem of the djeleLlk 
sphere excited by delta-function electric and magnetic sources. this 
paper, the modal characteristics of the dielectric sphere excited by a delia. 
function source in the TM symmetric modes has been studied theoretically 
and verilied cxperirnentally. Assuming that the fields on a truncate6 di. 
electric sphere excited by a coaxial line are approximately the salne as that 
cu a campletc spl~crs excited in the TM symmetric modcs, the radiation 
characteristics of such trulcated dielectric spheres have been derived, The 
radiation patterns and gain of several such structures of varyiilg dimen. 
sions have been calculated and verified by experimcni. 

Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the structure. Spherical olar 
coordinates R, 0, q5 are used. A dielectric sphere of radius n = Dl2 
and constants el, b, al is embedded in another diclectric medium af 
constants e,, pa, a,. This sphere is excited in tllc TM symmetric modes 
by an excitation electric field E, exp (--fit) applied unifornlly in 
the z direction on an annular ring of radius a sin 8, and infinitesimal width 
ila + 0. Lct E, have components E,, = E, cos 0, and EBa = - &sin B,, 

' in the R and 0 directions respectively. These components E,, and Eou cn 
be expanded in  a series of spherical harmonics as given below: 

2% 28' - - k, (2n + 1) 
2 m  (n + 1) J J E , ~  pnl [cos e )  sin 0 . (3) 

*-a .9=0 

Don (R) 
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FIG. I.  Geometry of thc Structure. 



The field components inside the sphere in the region O< r <  a, are 

and the field components outside the sphere in the region r > u are 

h*"' (k,R) 
& = - 2  n(n+1)A,'Pn(cor8)- 

kn 
exp ( - ju t )  (12) 

I-. 

where 

w = angular frequency 
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&, and AOn' are amplitude coefficients, P, (cos 6) 3 Legenfire function, 
i, (kl R) and (k, R) are the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions respec 

tively. 

Applying the boundary conditions that 

EOe = and H+e = Hei at R - a, 
we obtain 

and 

Using equation (7) in equations (15) and (16), the amplitude coefiicients 
dm and AOn can be uniquely determined for each value of n. The field is 
thus uniquely determined both inside and outside the d~electnc sphere for 
each value of n. This shows that TMon modes exist for n = 1, 2, . .- etc. 
fot this structure. 

If the dielectric sphere is excited in the equatorial plane 8, -- wJ2, then 
Pnl(0) -; 0 for n even 

and 

Therefore Con (a) = 0 for n even. Hence only the odd order TM, m& 
are excited in the case of equatorial excitation. 

fig. 2 shows the geometry of a truncated dlelechlc spheTe exoited 
1" the TM symmetric mode by a coaxial hne. Such a structure may be 
approximately assumed to be excited by a delta-funct~on sotwe in the form 
Wen by equations (5) and (6) m the z direction on an angular ring af* 
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FIG. 2. Geometry of truncated dielectric sphere excited in Thf symmetric mode by coaxil 

line. 

a sin 0, and infinitesimal width da + 0. Hence it is assumed that the field 
components inside the dielectric sphere as well as outside the sphere are 
approximately given by equations (9) to (14). 
' . Iri deriving expressions for the radiation field of this structure, Schel. 

kunoff's equivalence principle has been made use of. This principle states' 
that ' a distribution of electric and magnelic currents on a given closed sur- 
fkce S can be found such that outside the surface it produces the same: field, 
as that produced by given sources inside S, and also the field inside it i; 
the same as that produced by given sources outside the surface '. These 
surfafe electric and magnetic current densities J and M are given by ., 

J = n  x H 0  
M = - n  x E "  (1.8) 

x$ej.e Eo, Ho are the electric and magnetic fields on the surface S and n is 
the unit normal to the surface S. The radiation field components at the 
distant point Q in free space of these electric and magnetic current 
dkstributions on S are given by 

., - . &.. 
E+ -='- rln H@ = 2* [q0 Lqm - Loe] (20) 

yhere-:h, = free-space wavelength 
,, - -  

- ,  
2r  W , * .  

.* PO = = , = =intrinsic 
' .  0 

impdance of free space. , - 
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when dpe anc! dpm arc the moments of clcctric and magnctic crirrcnt &~~a ted  
at ?(I?', %',(1') on surface S, and are given by 

dpm = - (a X ED) dfl .. . (24) 
PQ = R - R' cos 0 cos 8' - R' sin 0 :in tjlcos (4 - 4,'). . (25) 

The surface S i s  selected as a closed surfiice consist~ng of the outer surface 
S, of the truncated dielectric sphere, the outer surlace of the dieleclric 
filled cone, thc outer surface of thc coaxial line a d  the rectaugular to co- 
axial adapter, and an infinitely large spbcse to clozc it. The only currents 
of importance on this surface are the elcctric and magnetic currents on 
surface Sl. Th.ese are given by 

where H; and E,' are given by 

Using equations (26) to (29) in equations (19) to (22), we obtain the colllpo- 
nents of the electric field at the distant point Q (r, 0,$)  as 

81 

{ co'" 8 J Pa1 (cos 0') sin 0' cos 0' J, (k, a sin 0 sin 0') 
8'-o 



x exp (- ,jk, a cos 8 cos 8'1 cEB' 

x exp (- .jk,a cos O cos 8') do]' 

x exp (- jk,a cos 0 cos 0 ' )  dB '  1 (30) 

The directivity of the antenna is given by 

= Maximum racliation intensity 
Average radiation intensity 

Th.e radiation efficiency 17 is given by 

= --- Total power -- racliateci - -- -- - 
Dielectrk 10:s W, +- Total power radiated 

Hence the gain of the antenna is given by 

G = qD. 
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value of n for which the amplitude has the maximum value at the fie. 
quency considered is called the strongest mode. Figs. 3 and 4, show 
typical theoretical and experimental Curves of ER', Eg2 and as functions 
of 0 and R for the strongest mode as well as for the first six modes 
bined. 

Using expressions (30) to (32) for the radiated field, the radiation 
patterns have been calculated for different values of n. Figs. 5 and 6 show 
some typical calculated and experimental radiation patterns. 

0 I* DF<.RELP 

FIG. 5. q5 = 0" Plane radiation p1ttel.n for spherical dielectric antenna (Theory and emri. 
ment). 
E, = 2.56; tan 6 = 0-005. 
- - - - -  TMo3 ; --- TMo5 ; --- TMna ; . . . . Experimental points. 

The gain has been calculated for several antennas of varying dimen- 
sions using equation (35). Table I gives the theoretical as well as experi- 
mental gains of several antennas. 

More details are available in Ref. 14. 

The f0lbwhg conclusions may be drawn from the present i n d -  
gaiions r 

(i) The dielectric sphere can be excited in an infinite number of TM 
symmetric modes by a delta function electric field source. 
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TABLE I 

Theoretical and experimemol gain of truncated dielecfric qherical anfeprnas 

8. = 2'56: tan 6 = 0.005: f = 9375 MHz 

Theoretical directivity in db for mode Experi- 
0, in mental 

degrees TM,, TM,, TM,. TMO4 TM,, TM,, gain by 
comparison 

method 
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(ii) A truncated dielectric sphere excited by a coaxial h e  has very 
nearly the same field configuration of o m  of the TM,, mo,&, 

(li~) Such a stlucture can be used as an antenna which hay a radiation 
paitern with a null on the axis and two major lobes 
symmetrically with respect to the axis. 

The authors are grateful to  Dr. S. Dhawan, Director of ihe Indian 
Institute of Science, for giving all facilities for the work. 
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